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Big Kirk Hallam  
 

Research into what older people want – July 2013  
 
This report is prepared by the older people sub gro up: Linda Frudd, Julie 
Brown, Hazel Cooper, Emma Lees (Three Valleys Housi ng)  
 
Background to this report 
Big Local was launched in Kirk Hallam on 10 December 2012. Since then there has 
been two large community meetings on 18 January 2013 and 12 April and a whole 
host of smaller more focused conversations with individuals, groups and schools.  
 
One of the emerging priorities from these conversations is “things to do for older 
people in Kirk Hallam”.  
 
To follow up on this emerging priority, in July over 60+ local residents over the age of 
65 were consulted through a series of focus groups, meetings and questionnaires. 
 
Five questions were asked during the sessions to help the group to understand more 
around the emerging theme.  
 
1. What do you/did you like to do in Kirk Hallam? 
2. Do you know of any other activities in Kirk Hallam for older 

people? 
3. What helps or stops you taking part in the things that you do? 
4. What would you like to see available for older people in Kirk 

Hallam? 
5. How would you like to find out about things that are going on 

in Kirk Hallam? 
 

This report shows what we did and how it is adding the growing community 
conversation on Kirk Hallam. We have put an overview of the responses in Appendix 
A which is attached to the bottom of this document.  
 
What did we find out?  

1. Lack of organised groups in Kirk Hallam  – we heard about the following 
activities in the Kirk Hallam area:  
• Wednesday lunch club meets weekly at the Community Centre in Kirk 

Hallam 
• Friendship club which meets on the third Tuesday of the month (church 

based)  
• An informal lunch at the Cat and Fiddle on the first Monday of the month     
• A general Pilates class (this was a class open to everyone. Concerns 

raised was that this class was too complex for the older people as it looked 
to cater for the young mum’s) 

• Mothers Union which meets first Wednesday of every month (Church Hall)  
• Walking for health on a Tuesday and Thursday  
• Library  
• Community cafe 
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A number of the people we spoke to also attended groups and session in Ilkeston.  
 

2. Transport:  We heard that transport was a key factor in the ability of older 
people to access things to do: 
• A number of people said they could still drive or had helped with (such as 

a relative or friend that would drive them) and they recognised this gave 
them more opportunities to ‘do things’ 

• The people we spoke with who couldn’t drive talked about the need to rely 
on public transport or community buses such as Community Concern 
Erewash or Stroke Club 

• Many of the participants talked about the lack of access to public transport 
as being one of the factors stopping them from being able to do things 

• The route of the number 23 bus was raised in a few of the sessions. The 
bus route no longer goes to the shops in Kirk Hallam and residents felt this 
was stopping people being able to access them  

 
3. Isolation :   

• We heard how to some older people be found that being on their own 
stopped them doing things.  

• There was a fear of going somewhere new without support or knowing 
other people 

• This was reflected by the low attendance at the organised focus groups. It 
was difficult to encourage people to come out and talk to the group, with a 
variety of reasons including transport (despite the offer of free transport), 
not bothered and a few people saying they were too old   

 
4. Church:  Some of the participants felt that the church locally was important. 

Participants felt that having this link and them playing a community role was 
key to some of the local activity.  
 
However, it is also important to note that some people felt that they would like 
more links with the church but that it could be difficult to join groups as an 
outsider.  
 

5. Ideas on things to do:  There were many ideas that came forward from the 
meetings and survey about things people would like to do.  
 
Some of these would be very easy to implement and have very little cost to 
BIG local. Such as a book club or buddying with schools to help with reading. 
It would be relatively easy to make the links and go about promoting these as 
activities. We have tried to capture these ideas in Appendix A.  
 

6. Communications/How people would like to hear about things to do.   
From the conversations we discovered a whole list of places we could tell 
people about things that were happening. The most popular appeared to be 
leaflets, word of mouth & posters in the shops. 
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Recommendations 
Following on from the conversations, the older people sub group recommend the 
following actions: 
 
Activity: 

• To look at the possiblity of supporting the development of an activity co-
ordinating group to look at how we can help develop more activities for older 
people/or support an exisiting group to expand if this is required 

• Find out what rooms are free in Kirk Hallam and how we can use this 
potential, for example the communty hall, church, library 

• To look at the feasibility of organising small groups such as book club, walking 
clubs, etc 

• We ask those people who attended the meetings to another meeting to look 
for volunteers to co-ordinate 

 
Transport: 

• To talk to the local bus company about the access 
issues raised surrounding the No. 23 

• To explore any links to community transport which will 
to support older people to get around  

• To try and put on local activities that are easy to access 
 
Intergeneration projects: 

• Help to link older people to local schools and activities that are taking place. 
• Explore use of volunteers to help with reading, gardening projects, skills 

exchange such as knitting for IT lessons.  
• Look at possiblity of an intergeneration project with young people, such as 

living history of Kirk Hallam, mixing stories with new technology. 
• Explore potential to link and support activities in older people’s homes. 

  
Communications:  

• Generally it was agreed that a mix of different communications tools are 
needed to tell people about things that are happening. Leaflets, posters, 
newsletters were all mentioned. Although very few people mentioned using 
online resources, it would not be hurt to explore a few options and promote 
sites   

• To keep looking at ways to let people know what is happening and to explore 
further options as and when they are raised.  

o Church magazine 
o Valley news 
o Leaflets  
o Email/websites 
o The local shops 
o Schools 
o Doctors surgeries 
o Local newspapers/other media 
o Door leaflets  
o Notice board 

• We also suggest a newsletter is sent to the people who took part in the 
sessions to show them what we learnt and how we intend to follow it up.  
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Appendix A: Further information from consultation 

What do you/did you like to do?  
• Answers included: Go out at night!  
• Dancing – including line dancing, keep fit and others 
• Bingo (this was suggested lots of times) 
• I do things but not in Kirk Hallam, I still travel to where I used to live. I am very 

active in the church.  
• I was active at work but have just recently retired  
• I like quiz type activities 
• Whist drives 
• Going out for days with the Wednesday club 
• Keeping fit 
• Playing the highland bagpipes/composing tunes for them 
• Craft and gardening  
• Knitting, gardening, dancing and bingo 
• Knitting, bingo, dancing, coffee mornings 
• Crochet 

 
What things are there for you to do locally? 

• Nothing! 
• Could we look at using the local schools for events? 
• Crosswords, reading and puzzles  
• We heard how the stroke club have a bus which is used to take people to 

venues, and how this was valuable as a tool  
• Bingo 

 
What helps or stops you doing this? 
Helps – having transport 

• Being able to ask friends for help to get there. 
• Having a car – it means I can travel to places 
• My daughter (who is my carer) helps me to get about  

 
Stops  

• Lack of access to transport 
• Not knowing anyone 
• Not being able to get there 
• Not being able to go out at night because it isn’t safe.  
• Being on my own, not knowing anyone else to help me 
• Concerns were raised about the shopping area and groups of young people 

hanging around. However, it was acknowledged that this had improved 
recently.  

• My back stops me 
• Some of the participants suggested that public transport was hindering them 

to going out. Although there were mixed feelings  
• Some of the people talked about hiring local venues, but in some cases it was 

felt that local rooms were expensive, such as schools.  
• Age – to old 
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• Arthritis 
• Disabled husband 
• Nothing! 
• There is only one club in Kirk Hallam 
• No where to go on a Thursday since over 60’s closed down at the 

comprehensive school (x2) 
• Fear – of ASB example of the shops 

 
What would you like to do?  

• Gentle exercise Pilates, chair exercises, something for the older people (we 
talked about people having gone to Pilates but the class was mixed and the 
older people struggled to cope with the harder parts of the class) 

• Walking group   
• There are not enough seats around Kirk Hallam. And those that there are in 

poor condition, particularly those at bus stops 
• Many of the people involved talked about wanting to get out more and do 

things that are social, suggestions included going to gardens centres, theatre, 
shopping centres 

• Some of the people also suggested that it would be nice if people who were 
more able helped those who were not so able (a buddying/befriending type of 
service) 

• During the conversations many of the participants talked about how being on 
their own stopped them doing things  

• Some of the people talked about having things to do helped them, it gave 
them a reason to get up and get dressed   

• Beetle drives! 
• Quizzes  
• Book Club 
• Would it be possible to link with local students i.e. hold some beauty therapy 

classes  
• Can young people go to older peoples homes? 
• What about a singles night (not dating but for people who are on their own) 
• Would like to see more church based activities 
• Knitting clubs  
• “There is nothing worse than loneliness” 
• “I would be interested in looking at school buddy reading” 
• “I know about the lunch club … but I am not sure I am quite there yet.. There 

is very little around for people like me….you know, people not quite old yet, 
just retired.”   

• Suggested that some activity could be done in the old folks homes  
• It was suggested that being able to use local mini buses could help with 

getting about.  
• Whist drives (x2) 
• Meet up and have a cuppa 
• Nice village hall where people can get together 
• To open a Thursday night bingo x2 
• Communal gardening 

 


